The TYR Tactical® PICO-MVS Assaulters Plate Carrier is modular, scalable and tailorable plate carrier which allows for customization to the users’ needs. Its hybrid design is a cross between our popular PICO & PICO-MVS. The sinuous ballistic design increases soft armor coverage. We have incorporated reinforced designs to increase the carrier’s integrity, extend life cycle and decrease snag hazards. We created this product out of our revolutionary patented PV® material which offers significant weight reduction with increased resistance to abrasion. PV® has been tested to have 7-10 times higher abrasion resistance than standard mil spec nylon. PV® also enhances the ballistic attributes of armor within the vest. Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used internally for comfort.

Carrier Size Relates to the Size of the Plates:
See pg. xx for Complete Armor Spec & Sizing

Small: 9.75”x12” Plate Pocket
Medium: 10.5”x12.75” Plate Pocket
Large: 11.25”x13.5” Plate Pocket
XLarge: 11.75”x14.65” Plate Pocket

The PICO-MVS is available in three different styles depending on the profile (thickness) of your plate:
PICO 1 will hold standard SAPI/ESAPI plates (approximately .75” thick)
PICO 4 will hold the Morgan Level III plate (approximately .75” thick)
PICO 6 will hold TYR HA3/I plate styles (approximately .5” thick)

IOTV Specifications, 9mm and Frag T34
TYR-PICO-MVS-T34

Certified Level II NU0101.06 T52/SP
TYR-PICO-MVS-T52/SP

Certified Level IIIA NU0101.06 TXP3A
TYR-PICO-MVS-TXP3A

X Frame™ Compatible
**PICO-MVS FEATURES:**
- PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
- Includes the Patented Ballistic Vein® (See page xxx for more info)
- Reinforced Drag Handle
- Gusseted Front Plate Pocket
- Side Wing 5.56 Mag Adapter
- Antimicrobial/FR Treated Spacer Mesh
- XFrame™ System Compatible
- Removable Zip-On Back Panel
- Side Buckle Kit Attachment Points
- Hydration/Communications Tabs for routing
- Slotted Base Cummerbund
- Removable MOLLE Kangaroo Front Flap, holds three 5.56 Mags
- Removable THOR Shoulder Pads

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:**
- MV Lower Abdomen Platform
- MV or BALCS Cut Groin
- Wide Variety Removable Kangaroo Front Flaps & Assaulters Zip On Platforms
- Bicep/Deltoid Upper Arm Protection
- Ballistic Yoke & Throat

...modular, scalable and tailorable plate carrier which allows for customization to the users’ needs.